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23 obsolete or nearly obsolete jobs mental floss May 20 2024
9 soda jerk starting in the 19th century soda jerk became a popular job these were the people who created and served drinks like malts milkshakes and of course sodas
before cocaine became a

8 jobs from 50 years ago that are obsolete business insider Apr 19 2024
8 jobs from 50 years ago that are obsolete laura mccamy may 12 2019 7 14 am pdt by the 1970s manual switchboards were already old school us national archives via
wiki several jobs that

category obsolete occupations wikipedia Mar 18 2024
category obsolete occupations 46 languages this is a category of jobs that have been rendered obsolete due to advances in technology and or social conditions

in 5 years these jobs will be all but obsolete ladders Feb 17 2024
here are nine jobs that will be obsolete in five years 1 taxi drivers with the increasing popularity of rideshare apps like uber and lyft the traditional taxi driver who works
for a taxi

why do i feel like the cushy tech jobs will be obsolete in Jan 16 2024
cushy tech jobs won t be obsolete but i can see some of the perks of the jobs scaled back to be a bit less extravagant skilled jobs you refer to are in high demand many
of my peers who have been in the trades are doing very well for themselves they can pick and choose the jobs they take if you hustle and network you can do well

11 most useless job skills companies don t want today msn Dec 15 2023
but refreshing your resume might require you to remove obsolete job skills listing these skills might actually reduce your chances of landing a potential new job



here are 17 jobs that are now obsolete and what the people Nov 14 2023
here are 17 such jobs courtesy of buzzfeeders and redditors 1 i was a prepress tech and learned how to strip film just in time for it to become obsolete i worked in small
print shops where i couldn t even get a raise never mind any retirement money left that line of work in 2008

boomers are stuck in their jobs because companies fortune Oct 13 2023
workers aged 65 and older are projected to make up 8 6 of the labor force by 2032 according to data from the bureau of labor statistics

from ai trainers to ethicists ai may obsolete some jobs but Sep 12 2023
a job ad appeared recently for an ai competency leader which was a role that i both believe and hope that many tasks will be made obsolete by ai starting with the most
tedious repetitive

tokyo startup tells new hires they need to know chatgpt for a job Aug 11 2023
with concerns growing about its ability to make jobs obsolete and data protection tokyo based layerx is bucking the trend with a recent job ad for new graduates making
it mandatory for recruits

japan is laying the groundwork to become the world s ai hub Jul 10 2023
while speaking with the university of tokyo students economy minister yasutoshi nishimura said that japan is laying the foundations to become a global ai hub the
minister pointed to a holistic approach where the government would support startups and large businesses and even push social support systems such as universal

japan dreams of ai overtaking nvidia and universal basic income Jun 09 2023
that includes supporting promising startups and big enterprises as well as pushing forward discussions on universal basic income as ai makes more jobs obsolete he said
at a symposium people will have more time when robots drones self driving vehicles and other devices do more as ai evolves he said



5 signs your old copiers could be creating security May 08 2023
5 signs your obsolete copiers have become a security liability 1 data sensitive jobs sitting on the print tray think documents such as payroll bank statements or any
sensitive records that must be protected under hipaa laws a very basic yet major information security risk comes from negligence on the part of the end user

face your fear of becoming obsolete harvard business review Apr 07 2023
a 2021 study from pwc revealed that nearly 40 of workers fear their jobs will be obsolete within five years for younger workers workers of color and lower salaried
workers the fear is more

japan dreams of ai overtaking nvidia and universal basic Mar 06 2023
that includes supporting promising startups and big enterprises as well as pushing forward discussions on universal basic income as ai makes more jobs obsolete he said
at a symposium

the number of job openings has declined sharply in every state Feb 05 2023
the number of job openings has declined sharply in every state since 2022 better aligning the numbers of unfilled jobs and people seeking work nationally for the first
time since before the pandemic the number of job openings and unemployed people is roughly in balance a little more than one opening per person looking for the post
the number of job openings has declined sharply in

jobs in japan that don t require speaking japanese Jan 04 2023
software engineers with niche skill sets jobs in japan japan has a thriving technology sector and companies often seek professionals with specialized skills in areas such
as artificial intelligence ai robotics and machine learning these roles often require proficiency in technical languages rather than japanese making them accessible to

18 occupations that will be replaced by technology sooner Dec 03 2022
the world is going digital and thanks to technological advancements automation and changing consumer behaviors certain jobs will soon be totally obsolete so many of
our everyday tasks can now be done by computers whether scanning our groceries at a checkout paying for goods packing products on an assembly line or even driving
vehicles advanced technology



the gig is up thrive in the gig economy where old jobs are Nov 02 2022
jobs are obsolete and freelancing is the future world bank the gig is up olga mizrahi 2018 02 27 win in a world of increasing choice by becoming the clear unique fit the
gig economy is made up of project based or on demand services that can be provided by anyone the common denominator in

outdated occupations 15 dying professions that aren t worth Oct 01 2022
this improvement in efficiency requires fewer workers overall and with more positions becoming remote many companies are finding less of a need for multiple
programmers because of these factors the bls estimates that computer programming will see a 11 decline in jobs by 2032
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